GREEN PLANET ANNOUNCES SHARE AUTHORIZATION TO INCREASE CAPITAL AND
SUPPORT GROWTH EFFORTS
Phoenix, AZ -- (July 6, 2021) Based on shareholders vote, Green Planet Group, Inc. (OTC
PINK: GNPG) has increased its authorized shares.
On March 21, 2021, shareholders representing a majority of the issued and outstanding shares
of common stock of the Corporation voted by Written Consent to increase authorized shares
from 500 to 800 million. The Notice of Stockholder Action by Written Consent dated June 18,
2021, was mailed to all shareholders of record as of May 17, 2021, notifying them of this change
in authorized shares. The effective date of this increase is today, July 6, 2021.
The new capital structure accelerates Green Planet Groups growth strategy in the areas of
product development, talent acquisition and marketing.

About Green Planet Group, Inc.
The Company is comprised of four wholly owned subsidiaries: two operating companies and
two development stage companies. The Company’s Healing the Earth subsidiary has
developed a new Fast Track™ growing system capable of growing vast amounts of fresh,
organic food with extremely low water use. XenTx Lubricants produces lubricants and additives
for gasoline and diesel engines which reduce emissions and improve fuel economy. AAQIS is
developing a hydrogen generator which greatly reduces hydrocarbon emissions while improving
fuel efficiency in internal combustion engines. Green Mining Technologies is developing
restorative technology for placer mine tailings.
Forward-Looking Statements
Certain statements contained herein are “forward-looking” statements (as defined – Private
Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995). Green Planet Group, Inc. cautions that the
statements made in this press release constitute forward-looking statements and no guarantees
of future performance and actual results may differ materially from projections in forward-looking
statements. Forward-looking statements are based on estimates and opinions of management
at the time the statements are made.
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